Seducing a feminist
The next two sections comes from the blog I was writing from the time of the Julian Blanc
scandal that’s now thankfully over. It’s a way to deal with human conflict. I want to focus on
that newspapers like scandals since it gives a good revenue.
“This research is tested and works. It comes from reading K.Wilber’s Kosmic Con (I recommend reading it)
and it got a feminist to try to start making out with me in front of her boyfriend, listening to David d and
from the theory I write about in the Zen game manifesto.”
So first I want to go in how the blueprint of a feminist is built up. Feminist’s believe in ideology that is an
idea about how things should be and not be this comes from ego. Now the ego has problems and a problem
with you, not you with the ego. They inherit a pain body and from the collective ego if you are to get by the
ego and remove the pain body and help her to feel love again. You need first to satisfy the egos demand
without conflict. Start with talking being willing to take responsibility for “the collective male’s sins” even if
you have not done shit to create this situation it was merely the result of women not being able to drive a
plow being pregnant. Making men the one’s being out and trying to figure out how to make it rain usually by
praying to some god or gods. Making men the guys who created theology, of course some society had
female gods during the periods humanity used the “hoe” since that was a light tool.
NOW she is listening.
Continuing…
Now men are overrepresented in criminality but women also do crime’s but sure be willing to take that
responsibility as long as she takes the responsibility of the crimes women do. Crimes can be divided in two
categories violence (sexual violence, physical violence and verbal abuse) and crimes revolving getting
resources. When it comes to sexual violence there is addressing some of the psychological “issues” that
creates these behaviors and teaching men how to get women and finding ways to do this in a good fashion.
Now of course there is also the addressing of not objectify women all men need to learn that women also
are human.
An if…
If she is addressing the issue how men should be thought and go players are bad, move the focus over that
this is actually human’s to and that we as men and collective is learning how to do this better and better as
we go on. And we do actually focus on making this something good for women simply there is a WIN-WIN in
mind.
But..
But why did men from the start see women as inferior and force them in to merges and not giving them any
choice? That is evil.
No, it came from a place where men were looking for peace with other men, after all the women was home
being pregnant while these meetings where being hold. What it comes down to is control over resources and
access to good genes. (if you are interested in human sexual behavior check out this link:
http://public.wsu.edu/~taflinge/socsex.html). But women seek quality genes and men to spread his genes
as much as possible and both wants food/shelter/safety. Now if a man where to fuck another person’s wife
that might get that man killed or the man might try to kill the wife’s husband in defense. From here comes
the moral of marriage and if a man might be jealous at another man’s wife he might try to “steal here” since
that guy is a lonely chode that don’t know how to get a girl and once more a kill or be killed situation is
created. Well then wife’s to all men, it should be a right to have a wife for men. Thus peace was created in
these societies by control over women, after all she might run away. Men got to have all control over
resources so if a woman wants food on the table and a roof over here head or not get raped and kill she has
to take a man.
The proposition (as she tenses and thinks “Can he do it? Does he have it? The solution? “A prince or is he a
pig”?
I think that women should have a right to choose who she sleeps with and be allowed to have her own
resource I believe that women are equal to men all humans are the same in the eyes of god =). Simply, but
male and women’s are different in a lot of ways still. But I have since a long time ago stopped to play the
game “guys are the best no protest”.

Problem one solved (“this guy seems really alright”). Well, there is still the other crimes?
Well this is men looking for resources either for survival or for status. Well make sure that no one needs to
be hungry in the world and by the status thing that is really about getting to be able to spread his gen’s
since now a day it is not a right for men to have a woman. There’s a number of ways to get around this
problem. For example stop valuing men after their riches instead value men for what they are contributing
(alpha chimp, Zen game manifesto) that seems to be in our gens to help each other when we are depending
on everyone else in order to survive (Cavemen, history of man). So the alpha chimp gets the most women
since he can contribute more than any other male in the group.
But how would that be? (“he really knows his shit” flags are being raised)
Well today we live thru a technological revolution an age where automation basically is so good that human
labor almost no longer needed. Everything could basically be controlled with help of a value based intelligent
decision based tool (AI in big data environment) or just science.
Yeah, but… What value might that be (“this shit again? Duuh fuck hope he’s not a star trek nerd”)
Love or rather divine love, a system that vastly integrated with all the human system that access to
everything we do. So it needed for “him/her/it” to have an understanding the infinite value of living things
and humans. Such a system has no ego there for no need for “it” to show of what “it” know only to for fill
it’s purpose that is to serve humans with the guiding principles of divine love (Nature, human life and care).
Of course these values need to be broken down in a way so that you can make program code of it and that
might take time but it’s not that long time left before programmers figure out how to make really good AI
like this (this type of self-learning AI exist the REAPERbot in quake 1, but has never been used in value
based intelligent decision tools, it’s a very new ).
…. (“w00000t?”)
Now, I believe in humanity and I dislike the shit I see in the world as much as you but only by love,
acceptance and trust in humans, you as a human can come to solution to a problem.
Talk about new age and Eckhart Tolle, being humble.
A problem can never be solved at the same level of thinking it was created in.
Please say that you are a feminist.
I used to be but then I learned that that was not equality, so I stopped that I am a equalitist.
“I have to” She leaned over to kiss me at the mouth as I back. I stopped her. Her boyfriend
looked like he was about to cry and I thought he was awesome, he liked anime and manga like
me =)

Dealing with destructive feminists
So I found out one more function that can bring back the ego for them to shape, this is what Swedish
feminists use to break the men of Sweden to make them sissy little gay bitches. By attacking the self they
get dominance over the men and the possibility to shape them. Just know what they are trying to do and
you will not be affected by the shit they throw at you.
Traumatic one-trial learning: using verbal abuse, explosive anger, or other intimidating behavior to establish
dominance or superiority, even one incident of such behavior can condition or train victims to avoid
upsetting, confronting or contradicting the manipulation.
This can also be done with an more subtle with just an attacking tonality.
Max handled this shit pretty well:

EGO attack, the backdoor from others

So people might go YOU or “YOUR NAME”! Towards you and start to ranting out shit about the image they
have about you in their head, ego’s do that it might be so that it drags out your own ego. Now when you
have learned that you are the spirit not the body, not the mind, not the ego and etc… People cannot see it
that the real you (spirit) is there, they see the body and there image of you in their head. So by knowing
that you can need to learn to step back from others YOU. To say more simple they are talking to someone
else in their mind, don’t take it personal. Some egos go so far that they accuse you of not understanding,
since they are not getting any reaction out of you. That is them trying to poison drip you (I believe), when
people are reaction seeking they want to push you down to their level of consciousness. But it’s not the spirit
or soul that is trying to do that, it’s either the ego or the pain body trying to drag you down under. What is
happening is an ego is trying to talk to another ego simply and that can draw back an ego in to you. They
might also try to strengthen their ego by trying to attack you this way.
Sometimes they even attack the animal you know the body or rather your instincts, saying all men are just
animals/dogs. You are the owner you are the one deciding if your animal should be scared, you are the one
the can let go of the leach as well.
Understand this, your spirit has no name he cannot be pointed at thus there is no need for a name. Hold the
leach for the animal. You can chose to let it go. You can’t get to know the spirit since it is in fact god, which
is the male counterpart of the universe (the goddess). It is I am “_____” it has the name that cannot be
spoken (not Voldemort).
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A way out of the PR nightmare

I have been thinking a lot about the current situation of the public eye on RSD and one thing that came to
mind is how to launch a PR campaign back from this "shit storm" that has been created in the public by
feminists.
So this Chris Brown PR nightmare that happened to RSD Julien seems to be solvable and turn to RSD’s
advantage, the suggestion here is to deal with and cut out anything that remotely can be associated to
sexual predatory behavior. Since that will be the point of attack for any feminists against RSD.

“Thru my life people have left their mark on me, an imprint almost like labels. That I slowly start to see
more clearly now, as I walk around I have stopped trying to “seize up” people in terms of a number or in
age or anything. Just walking around feeling the feelings I have and it feels great. Just recently I realized
that seizing up is something predators do to their pray or humans do to their adversaries so I have be
walking around almost looking for conflict in the world. Of course this is the eminence of the old day when
girls where targets simply something and not a human. Hmm, am I becoming a feminist? *yuck*”
So if Julien step back in the shadows for a while the other coaches continue with a new direction of
teaching, the publicity can be used to RSD advantage after a while the memory of what has happened will
fade away in the collective memory of the masses and Julien can once more emerge from the shadows. With
a public statement of how he has changed, that will create a 4th dimensional band aid making RSD the once

who control the narrative of the situation of what has happened. But time is an ethnical factor here, you
have to let it float by. Before the deploy of the new public image of Julien.
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The huge balls Julien shows by taking his responsibility on CNN

I can't even imagine that feeling of pressure, without almost breaking out crying, it actually hurt in me
hearing his voice. For a guy that is not media trained or trained for public media he did well. He corrected
the false social narrative the interviewer was trying to put on him. And they had a quite a hold of the frame,
these frame situations can only be dealt by going thru them, which he handled well. The fact that he shows
regret and corrected the media man about what Julien teaches should also calm shit down.
As it looks from the standpoint of having been involved with politics for a long time of my life including
having friends that is involved in "higher" politics this seems to be able to blow over. I hope that this might
not be as bad as it seems, after all a lot of clients do meet there spouses on these programs. =)
Well I hope you all are praying that this shit will blow over with time and that this wound will heal and make
even RSD stronger in the future.
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